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Abstract 

In this paper, the investigation and use of tionidentifica-0T  spaces continue 

with the extension of known weakly P3 properties and each of the weakly 
P(Urysohn) and weakly P3 processes are internalized. 

1. Introduction and Preliminaries 

The regular and 3T  separation axioms were introduced in 1921 [22]. 

Definition 1.1. A space ( )TX ,  is regular iff for each closed set C 

and each ,Cx ∈/  there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that Ux ∈  

and .VC ⊆  A regular 1T  space is denoted by .3T  
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Each of regular and 3T  are useful, important axioms greatly studied 

and used in mathematics. In this paper, regular and 3T  are further 

investigated within the continued study of weakly P3 spaces and 
properties. 

Weakly P3 is one of several recently defined properties motivated by 
past use of tionidentifica-0T  spaces, which were introduced in 1936 [20]. 

Definition 1.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space, let R be the equivalence 

relation on X defined by xRy iff { }( ) { }( ),yClxCl =  let 0X  be the set of R 

equivalence classes of X, let 0: XXN →  be the natural map, and let 

( )TXQ ,  be the decomposition topology on 0X  determined by ( )TX ,  and 

the natural map N. Then ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is the tionidentifica-0T  space of 

( )., TX  

In the 1936 paper [20], it was shown that a space is pseudometrizable 
iff its tionidentifica-0T  space is metrizable. tionidentifica-0T  spaces were 

cleverly created to obtain for a space ( )TX ,  a strongly ( )TX ,  related 

tionidentifica-0T  space with the 0T  separation axiom added, making 

tionidentifica-0T  spaces a useful tool in the continued study of 

mathematics. 

In the 1975 paper [18], weakly Hausdorff and Hausdorff were jointly 
characterized using tionidentifica-0T  spaces: A space is weakly 

Hausdorff iff its tionidentifica-0T  space is Hausdorff. Within the 1975 

paper [18], it was shown that weakly Hausdorff is equivalent to the 1R  

separation axiom introduced in 1961 [1]. A space ( )TX ,  is 1R  iff for x 

and y in X such that { }( ) { }( ),yClxCl ≠  there exist disjoint open sets U 

and V such that Ux ∈  and .Vy ∈  
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Within the 1961 paper [1], the 1R  separation axiom was used to 

further characterize .2T  A space is 2T  iff it is ( ).and 11 TR  Also, in the 

1961 paper [1], the 0R  separation axiom was rediscovered and used to 

further characterize .1T  A space is 0R  iff for each closed set C and each 

{ }( ) φ=∈/ xClCCx ∩,  [19]. A space is 1T  iff it is ( )00 and TR  [1]. 

Using the characterizations of pseudometrizable and 1R  given above 

as motivation and model, weakly Po was defined in 2015 [2]. 

Definition 1.3. Let P be a topological property for which =Po  
( )0and TP  exists. Then ( )TX ,  is weakly Po iff its tionidentifica-0T  

space ( )( )TXQX ,,0  has property P. A topological property Po for which 

weakly Po exists is called a weakly Po property. 

Since, as given above, tionidentifica-0T  spaces are ,0T  then a space 

is weakly Po iff its tionidentifica-0T  space is Po. The study of weakly Po 

spaces and properties has proved to be an extremely productive, 
revealing study, which has already changed the study of topology forever. 
A major breakthrough in the study of weakly Po properties occurred 
when it was shown that {Qo| Q is a topological property for which weakly 
Qo exists} = {Qo| Q is a topological property and Qo exists} [3]. As would 
be required, within that paper a topological property S was shown to 
exist such that S = weakly Qo and So = Qo [3]. 

The search for a topological property that failed to be weakly Po lead 
to the need and use of ”,“ 0-not T  revealing ”“ 0-not T  as a powerful, useful 

tool in the study of topology, motivating the inclusion of ”“ 0-not T  and 

”,“ P-not  where P is a topological property for which ”“ P-not  exists, as 

powerful, useful properties and tools for investigation and use in the 
study of topology. The use of those new properties in a 2016 paper [4] 
quickly and easily revealed a never before imagined topological property 
that has changed the study of topology forever: ( ) == ”“ 00 -notor TTL  

( ),-notor ”“ PP  where P is a topological property for which ”“ P-not  

exists, is the least of all topological properties. 
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In the study of weakly Po spaces and properties, it was shown that 
( ) 100 weaklyweakly ToRR ==  and ( ) ,weaklyweakly 211 ToRR ==  

and for a topological property P for which weakly Po exists, (weakly Po)o 
= Po [2]. The existence of the least of all topological properties L raised 
the questions of whether there is a least topological property, which 
together with ,iT  equals ,1,0,1 =+ iTi  or more generally, is there a least 

topological property, which together with ,0T  equals Po for a weakly Po 

property. The answer once again showed ”“ 0-not T  to be a powerful, 

useful, foundational property in the study of topology: For a weakly Po 
property Qo, the least topological property, which together with ,0T  

equals Qo is ( )( )”“ 0-notorweakly TQo  [5]. Hence ( -notor “iR  )”0T  is 

the least topological property, which together with ,0T  equals 

.1,0,1 =+ iTi  

The study of tionidentifica-0T  spaces continued with the introduction 

and investigation of tionidentifica-0T  P [6], weakly P1 [7], weakly P2 [8], 

weakly P(Urysohn) [9], and weakly P3 [10] spaces and properties. 

Definition 1.4. Let S be a topological property. Then S is a  
tionidentifica-0T  P property iff S is simultaneously shared by a space 

and its tionidentifica-0T  space [6]. 

Definition 1.5. Let P be a topological property for which =1P  
( )1and TP  exists. Then a space ( )TX ,  is weakly P1 iff its 

tionidentifica-0T  space ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is P1. A topological property P1 for 

which weakly P1 exists is called a weakly P1 property [7]. 

Definition 1.6. Let P be a topological property for which =2P  
( )2and TP  exists. Then a space ( )TX ,  is weakly P2 iff its 

tionidentifica-0T  space ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is P2. A topological property P2 for 

which weakly P2 exists is called a weakly P2 property [8]. 
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Urysohn spaces were introduced in 1925 [21]. 

Definition 1.7. A space ( )TX ,  is Urysohn iff for distinct elements    

x and y in X, there exist open sets U and V such that ,, VyUx ∈∈  and 

( ) ( ) .φ=VClUCl ∩  

Definition 1.8. Let P be a topological property for which P (Urysohn) 
= (P and Urysohn) exists. Then a space ( )TX ,  is weakly P(Urysohn) iff 

its tionidentifica-0T  space ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is P(Urysohn). A topological 

property Q(Urysohn) for which weakly Q(Urysohn) exists is called a 
weakly P(Urysohn) property [9]. 

In the 1988 paper [11], using weakly Hausdorff = 1R  as a model, 

weakly Urysohn spaces were defined. 

Definition 1.9. A space ( )TX ,  is weakly Urysohn iff for x and y in X 

for which { }( ) { }( ),yClxCl ≠  there exist open sets U and V such that 

,, VyUx ∈∈  and ( ) ( ) .φ=VClUCl ∩  

In the paper [9], it was shown that (weakly Urysohn) = weakly 
(weakly Urysohn)o = weakly Urysohn. 

Definition 1.10. Let Q be a topological property for which =3Q  

( )3and TQ  exists. Then a space is weakly Q3 iff its tionidentifica-0T  

space is Q3. A topological property Q3 for which weakly Q3 exists is 
called a weakly P3 property [10]. 

Below, the investigation of weakly P3 spaces and properties 
continues. 

2. Basic Properties for Weakly P3 Spaces 

Within the paper [10], it was unknown which topological properties 
were weakly P3 properties and basic properties of weakly P3 spaces were 
investigated under the requirement that weakly P3 existed. Below a 
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basic property for P3, where P3 exists, is combined with the complete 
characterization of weakly Po properties given above to completely 
characterize weakly P3 properties, which is then used to extend all 
previously known weakly P3 properties to all topological properties P for 
which P3 exists. 

Theorem 2.1. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then (Q3)o = Q3. 

Proof. Since 3T  implies ,0T  then ( ) ( )( ) == 03 andand3 TTQoQ  

( )( ) ( ) .3andandand 303 QTQTTQ ==  

Theorem 2.2. A = {Q3| Q is a topological property and weakly Q3 
exists} = B = {Q3| Q is a topological property and Q3 exists}. 

Proof. Let .3 AQ ∈  Then, by definition, .3 BQ ∈  

Conversely, suppose .3 BQ ∈  Then Q3 = (Q3)o is a weakly Po 
property and weakly (Q3)o exists. Hence weakly Q3 = weakly (Q3)o exists 
and .3 AQ ∈  Hence .BA =  

In the same manner, it was shown that 

{Qp| Q is a topological property and weakly Qp exists} = 

{Qp| Q is a topological property and Qp exists}, 1=p  [12], 2=p  
[13], and p = Urysohn [14]. 

In mathematics, one strategy for solving a new problem is to reduce 
the new problem to an already solved problem, if possible, and then use 
the solution of the already solved problem to solve the new problem. 
When successful, the strategy is particularly pleasing. Above, the fact 
that (Q3)o = Q3 allowed questions concerning weakly Q3 to be resolved 
by using known properties of weakly Qo. Below use of Q3 = (Q3)o and the 
same strategy will be used to extend previously known properties of 
weakly P3 under the requirement that weakly P3 exists to all topological 
properties for which P3 exists and to answer other basic questions 
concerning weakly Q3 spaces and properties. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let Q be a topological property for which P3 exists. 
Then weakly Q3 is a unique topological property. 

Proof. Since (Q3)o = Q3, then Q3 is a weakly Po property. Since 
weakly Po is a unique topological property [2], then weakly Q3 is a 
unique topological property. 

A very basic question to ask concerning weakly Q3 is how are weakly 
Q3 spaces and properties related to the earlier weakly defined properties, 
which is addressed below. 

Theorem 2.4. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then weakly Q3 implies weakly Q(Urysohn), which implies weakly Q2, 
which implies weakly Q1, which implies weakly Qo. 

Proof. Since Q3 exists and Q3 implies Q(Urysohn), then Q(Urysohn) 
exists and weakly Q(Urysohn) exists. Let ( )TX ,  be a space that is 

weakly Q3. Then ( )( )TXQX ,,0  has property Q3, which implies ( QX ,0  

( ))TX ,  has property Q(Urysohn) and ( )TX ,  is weakly Q(Urysohn). 

Hence weakly Q3 implies weakly Q(Urysohn). The remainder of the proof 
is similar and omitted. 

Within the paper [15], it was shown that that if Q(Urysohn) exists, 
then weakly Q(Urysohn) = ((weakly Q2) and (weakly Urysohn)) = 
((weakly Q1) and (weakly Urysohn)) = ((weakly Qo) and (weakly 
Urysohn)), which is used below. 

Theorem 2.5. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then weakly Q3 = ((weakly Q(Urysohn)) and regular) = ((weakly Q2) and 
regular) = ((weakly Q1) and regular) = ((weakly Qo) and regular). 

Proof. Let ( )TX ,  be weakly Q3. Since 3T  implies Urysohn, then 

( )( )TXQX ,,0  is ( ) ( )( ) (( andandUrysohnandand3 33 QTQTQQ ===  

) ) ( )( ).andUrysohnandUrysohn 33 TQT =  Since ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is Q 

(Urysohn), then ( )TX ,  is weakly Q(Urysohn) and since ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is 
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,3T  then ( )TX ,  is regular [10]. Hence ( )TX ,  is ((weakly Q(Urysohn)) 

and regular) and weakly Q3 implies (weakly Q(Urysohn)) and regular). 
Since regular implies (weakly Urysohn), then ((weakly Q(Urysohn)) and 
regular) = (((weakly Q2) and (weakly Urysohn)) and regular) = ((weakly 
Q2) and ((weakly Urysohn) and regular)) = ((weakly Q2) and regular). 
Similarly, ((weakly Q(Urysohn)) and regular) = ((weakly Q1) and regular) 
= ((weakly Qo and regular). Thus weakly Q3 implies ((weakly 
Q(Urysohn)) and regular) = ((weakly Q2) and regular) = ((weakly Q1) and 
regular) = ((weakly Qo and regular) and ( )TX ,  is ((weakly Qo and 

regular). Then ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is ( ) ( ) 3andand 33 QTQTQo ==  and 

( )TX ,  is weakly Q3. Hence weakly Q3 = ((weakly Q(Urysohn)) and 

regular) = ((weakly Q2) and regular) = ((weakly Q1) and regular) = 
((weakly Qo) and regular). 

Theorem 2.6. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then (weakly Q3)o = Q3. 

Proof. Since Q3 = (Q3)o, then (weakly Q3)o = (weakly (Q3)o)o = (Q3)o 
[2] = Q3. Within the paper [2], it was shown that neither 0T  nor ”“ 0-not T  

are weakly Qo. Combining this result with Theorem 2.1 gives the next 
result. 

Corollary 2.1. Neither 0T  nor ”“ 0-Tnot  are weakly Q3. 

Theorem 2.7. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then weakly ( )( )( ),-3 0 ”“Q3Q3 TnotandQweaklyor=  where both Q3 

and ( )( )”“ 0-3 TnotandQweakly  exist and weaker than weakly Q3, and 

neither are weakly P3. 

Proof. Since weakly Q3 = ((weakly Q3) and L) = ((weakly Q3) and 
( ))”“ 00 -notor TT  = ((weakly Q3)o or ( )( ) =”“ 0-notand3weakly TQ  

( )( )( )”“3weaklyor3 0-notand TQQ  and weakly Q3 is neither 0T  nor 

”,“ 0-not T  then both Q3 and ( )( )”“weakly 0-notand3 TQ  exist and 

neither are weakly P3. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then (weakly Q3)o = (weakly Q3)1 = (weakly Q3)2 = (weakly Q3) 
(Urysohn) = (weakly Q3)3 = Q3. 

Proof. Since ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )3weaklyand3weakly33weakly 3 QTQQ ==  

and ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )33030 and3weaklyandand3weaklyand ToQTTQTT ==  

( ) ( ) ,333and3 3 QQTQ ===  then (weakly Q3)3 = Q3. Since (weakly Q3) 

(Urysohn) = ((weakly Q3) and ( )) ( )( )and3weaklyUrysohnand0 oQT =  

( )) ( ) ( )) ( )( )( ) ( andUrysohnandandUrysohnand3Urysohn 3 QTQQ ===  

) ,33 QT =  then (weakly Q3)(Urysohn) = Q3. In a similar manner, which 

is omitted, the remainder of the theorem is true. 

Another fundamental question is what happens when the weakly Q3 
process is repeated. Below the fact that (weakly Q3)3 = Q3 is used to 
quickly resolve the question. 

Corollary 2.2. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then weakly (weakly Q3)3 = weakly Q3. 

Also, use of the results above quickly and easily give the following 
property. 

Corollary 2.3. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then the least topological property, which together with ,0T  equals Q3 is 

( )( ).-3 0 ”“ TnotorQweakly  

Within the paper [4], it was shown that for a topological property Q 
for which weakly Qo exists, weakly Qo is a tionidentifica-0T  P property. 

Use of the complete characterization of weakly Po properties above, the 
property can be restated for each topological property Q for which Qo 
exists, which is used below. 
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Theorem 2.9. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists and 
let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TX ,  is weakly Q3 iff ( )( )TXQX ,,0  is 

weakly Q3, i.e., weakly Q3 is a tionidentificaT -0  P property and there 

exists a topological property J such that J = weakly Q3 and Jo = Q3. 

Proof. Since, as given above, weakly Po is a tionidentifica-0T  P 

property, then weakly Q3 = weakly (Q3)o is a tionidentifica-0T  P 

property. Since Q3 = (Q3)o, then, by the results above, there exists a 
topological property J such that J = weakly (Q3)o and Jo = (Q3)o. Thus J 
is a topological property for which J = weakly Q3 and Jo = Q3. 

Theorem 2.10. Let P and Q be topological properties such that P3 
and Q3 exist. Then weakly P3 = weakly Q3 iff P3 = Q3. 

Proof. Suppose weakly P3 = weakly Q3. Then weakly (P3)o = weakly 
(Q3)o and P3 = (P3)o = (Q3)o [6] = Q3. 

Conversely suppose P3 = Q3. Then weakly (P3)o = weakly (Q3)o and 
weakly (P3)o = weakly (Q3)o [6] and weakly P3 = weakly Q3. 

Theorem 2.11. Let P and Q be topological properties such that each 
of P3 and Q3 exist. Then weakly P3 implies weakly Q3 iff P3 implies Q3. 

Proof. Since weakly (P3)o implies weakly (Q3)o iff (P3)o implies 
(Q3)o [17], then weakly P3 implies weakly Q3 iff P3 implies Q3. 

3. Equivalent Separation Axioms and the 
Internalization Processes 

Theorem 3.1. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then within each weakly Q3 space ( ),, TX  all of ,3T  Urysohn, ,, 12 TT  

and 0T  are equivalent. 
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Proof. Since it is always true that 3T  implies Urysohn, which 

implies ,2T  which implies ,1T  which implies ,0T  then the implications 

are true in ( )., TX  Suppose ( )TX ,  is .0T  Then ( )TX ,  is ( 3weakly Q  

)0and T  = (weakly Q3)o = Q3, which implies .3T  

Corollary 3.1. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then within each weakly Q3 space ( ),, TX  all of ”,“”,“ UrysohnnotTnot -- 3  

”,“”,“ 12 -- TnotTnot  and ”“ 0-Tnot  are equivalent. 

Combining Corollary 3.1 with Theorem 2.7 gives the following 
results. 

Corollary 3.2. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then weakly ( )( )( ),-3 1 ”“33 TnotandQweaklyorQQ =  where both Q3 

and ( )( )”“ 1-3 TnotandQweakly  exist and weaker than weakly Q3, and 

neither are weakly P3, weakly ( )( )( ),-3 2 ”“33 TnotandQweaklyorQQ =  

where both Q3 and ( )( )”“ 2-3 TnotandQweakly  exist and weaker than 

weakly Q3, and neither are weakly P3, weakly ( (( )3QweaklyorQQ 33=  

)),- ”“ Urysohnnotand  where both Q3 and (( -3 notandQweakly “  

))”Urysohn  exist and weaker than weakly Q3, and neither are weakly P3, 

and weakly ( )( )( ),-3 3 ”“33 TnotandQweaklyorQQ =  where both Q3 

and ( )( )”“ 3-3 TnotandQweakly  exist and weaker than weakly Q3, and 

neither are weakly P3. 

In the same manner, 0T  in Corollary 2.3 can be replaced by each of 

,, 21 TT  Urysohn, and 3T  and ”“ 0-not T  can be replaced by each of 

”,“”,“ 21 -not-not TT  “not-Urysohn”, and ”.“ 3-not T  

Thus, as documented above, tionidentifica-0T  spaces are far more 

powerful and useful than ever imagined before the 2015 paper [2] and the 
investigations of weakly P spaces and properties given above have not 
only revealed many never before imagined properties changing the study 
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of topology forever, but, also, provided needed tools to resolve many 
unanswered, basic, foundational questions within topology. However, 
when using tionidentifica-0T  spaces and weakly P spaces and properties, 

there is, by definition, a constant transition between a space and its 
tionidentifica-0T  space, which is tedious and sometimes unclear, raising 

the question of whether the tionidentifica-0T  space process and weakly P 

processes could somehow be internalized in the initial space making each 
process simpler and more understandable. The investigation of that 
question led to the introduction and use of OXTO subsets and OXTO 
subspaces for a space ( )TX ,  [16]. 

Definition 3.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and for each ,Xx ∈  let xC  be 

the tionidentifica-0T  equivalence class containing x. Then Y is an OXTO 

subset of X iff Y contains exactly one element from each equivalence class 

xC  and ( )YTY ,  is called an OXTO subspace of ( )TX ,  [16]. 

Within the paper [16], it was shown that for a space ( ),, TX  for each 

OXTO subset Y of ( )YTYX ,,  is homeomorphic to ( )( )TXQX ,,0  and 

thus .0T  Also, within that paper it was shown that for each topological 

property Q for which Qo exists, a space is weakly Qo iff for each OXTO 
subset Y of ( )YTYX ,,  has property Qo, which can be, and has been, used 

to precisely determine weakly Qo [16]. Thus, the tionidentifica-0T  space 

and weakly Po processes are completely internalized by the use of OXTO 
subsets and subspaces for a space ( )., TX  

In the same manner, within the paper [12], the weakly P1 process 
was completely internalized by the use of OXTO subsets and subspaces 
for a space ( )TX ,  and within the paper [13], the weakly P2 process was 

completely internalized by the use of OXTO subsets and subspaces for a 
space ( )., TX  Below each of the weakly P(Urysohn) and weakly P3 

processes are internalized. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let Q be a topological property for which Q(Urysohn) 
exists. Then for a space ( ) ( )TXTX ,,,  is weakly Q(Urysohn) iff for each 

OXTO subset Y of ( )YTYX ,,  is Q(Urysohn). 

Proof. Suppose ( )TX ,  is weakly Q(Urysohn). Then ( )TX ,  is weakly 

(Q(Urysohn))o and, by the results above, for each OXTO subset Y of 
( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is (Q(Urysohn))o = Q(Urysohn). 

Conversely, suppose that for a space ( ),, TX  for each OXTO subset Y 

of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is Q(Urysohn). Then for each OXTO subset Y of 

( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is (Q(Urysohn))o and, by the results above, ( )TX ,  is 

weakly (Q(Urysohn))o = weakly Q(Urysohn). 

Theorem 3.3. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists. 
Then for a space ( ) ( )TXTX ,,,  is weakly Q3 iff for each OXTO subset Y 

of ( )YTYX ,,  is Q3. 

Proof. Suppose ( )TX ,  is weakly Q3. Then ( )TX ,  is weakly (Q3)o 

and, by the results above, for each OXTO subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is 

(Q3)o = Q3. 

Conversely, suppose that for a space ( ),, TX  for each OXTO subset Y 

of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is Q3. Then for each OXTO subset Y of 

( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is (Q3)o and, by the results above, ( )TX ,  is weakly 

(Q3)o = weakly Q3. 

Thus, the weakly P(Urysohn) and weakly P3 processes have been 
completely internalized by the use of OXTO subsets and subspaces for a 
space ( )., TX  

The continued investigation of weakly Po spaces and properties using 
OXTO subsets and subspaces for a space ( )TX ,  led to an unexpected 

discovery [17]. 
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Definition 3.2. Let ( )TX ,  be a space, let Y be a subspace of ( ),, TX  

and let Q be a topological property for which Qo exists. Then ( )YTY ,  is a 

maximal, proper, dense, Qo subspace of ( )TX ,  iff ( )YTY ,  is a proper, 

dense, Qo subspace of ( )TX ,  such that for each subspace ( )ZTZ,  of X, 

where Z properly contains ( )ZTZY ,,  is ”“ Qo-not  [17]. 

Result 3.1. Let ( )TX ,  be a space and let Q be a topological property 

for which Qo exists. Then for each OXTO subset Y of ( )YTYX ,,  is a 

maximal, proper, dense, Qo subspace of ( )TX ,  iff ( )TX ,  is ( Qoweakly  

)”“ 0-notand T  [17]. 

Below Result 3.1 is combined with Theorem 2.1 to extend Result 3.1 
to topological properties Q for which P(Urysohn) and P3 exist. 

Theorem 3.4. Let Q be a topological property for which Q(Urysohn) 
exists and let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TX ,  is ( ( )( )UrysohnQweakly  

)”“ 0-Tnotand  iff for each OXTO subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a 

maximal, proper, dense, Q(Urysohn) subspace of ( )., TX  

Proof. Suppose ( )TX ,  is ( )( ).-notandUrysohnweakly 0 ”“ TQ  Then 

( )TX ,  is ( )( )( )”“weakly 0-notandUrysohn ToQ  and for each OXTO 

subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a maximal, proper, dense, (Q(Urysohn))o 

subspace of ( )., TX  Thus, for each OXTO subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a 

maximal, proper, dense, Q(Urysohn) subspace of ( )., TX  

Conversely, suppose ( )TX ,  is a space such that for each OXTO 

subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a maximal, proper, dense, Q(Urysohn) 

subspace of ( )., TX  Then for each OXTO subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a 

maximal, proper, dense, (Q(Urysohn))o subspace of ( ),, TX  which implies 

( )TX ,  is ( )( )( ),-notandUrysohnweakly 0 ”“ ToQ  which equals 

( )( )( ).-notandUrysohn 0 ”“weakly TQ  
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Theorem 3.5. Let Q be a topological property for which Q3 exists and 
let ( )TX ,  be a space. Then ( )TX ,  is ( )”“ 0-3 TnotandQweakly  iff for 

each OXTO subset Y of ( ) ( )YTYTX ,,,  is a maximal, proper, dense, Q3 

subspace of ( )., TX  

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4 and is omitted. 
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